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Executive Summary 
Backup applications are a critical component of backup, recovery, and disaster preparedness strategies and often 
direct the operation of media that typically store five to ten times more data than can be found on the primary storage 
in the same data center. As data continues to grow unabatedly, traditional approaches no longer deliver the efficient 
data protection and disaster recovery (DR) organizations need. Virtual environments have an additional requirement: 
data protection and DR approaches must not jeopardize the benefits of virtualization, such as increased server 
utilization, operational agility, and ease of management. Increasingly, disk-based backup and deduplication products 
are becoming the solution of choice to manage data protection efficiently in virtual environments. 

EMC Data Domain systems with Data Domain Boost technology and Quest® vRanger Pro® combine to deliver an 
efficient, high-performance, and robust solution for backing up and recovering VMware environments. In this paper, 
we will show how you can effectively manage data growth in VMware environments by using deduplication. Specifi-
cally, we will: 

• Review the EMC Data Domain deduplication storage system capabilities 
• See how Data Domain Boost further enhances Data Domain systems 
• Take a deeper dive into vRanger and how it can be used with Data Domain Boost 
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EMC Data Domain 
EMC Data Domain deduplication storage systems offer an alternative to traditional backup approaches. With a simple 
NFS/CIFS interface, the Data Domain systems are simple to integrate with existing backup software, and allow users 
to enjoy the retention and recovery benefits of inline deduplication as well as the offsite disaster recovery protection 
of replication over the wide area network (WAN). 

The Data Domain operating system (DD OS) offers aggressive inline data deduplication for backup and recovery of 
data, averaging 10–30x data reduction. As data is written to an EMC Data Domain deduplication storage system, it is 
quickly scanned for patterns that have been stored before. Large patterns across the history of all data stored are 
identified in the Data Domain filesystem, regardless of application or workload. DD OS stores each unique data 
sequence only once and saves significant physical storage capacity by substituting small references for each 
identical redundant sequence. Local compression scans the unique data sequence for small strings across a local 
small window of comparison, like a tape drive. The combination of both deduplication and compression provides the 
resulting optimized data reduction. 

DD OS supports petabytes of storage for a typical enterprise dataset and backup policy. For environments that need 
to retain backups for long periods of time to meet compliance and regulatory requirements, the DD990 with Extended 
Retention Software option supports logical system capacity of up to 65 PB for long-term retention of data. Multiple 
months of retention on disk is now possible using the same number of “floor tiles” that would normally provide only a 
couple days of disk staging. Snapshot technology further enables extended local and offsite retention on disk. 

Once a backup is performed to a Data Domain system running DD OS, it is easy and cost-effective to use the system 
for local retention and to limit the use of tape to provide offsite and archive support. DD OS protects the data with 
network-efficient and encrypted replication, which provides remote office data protection and enables multi-site tape 
consolidation. 

Data Domain systems replicate only the deduplicated and compressed unique changes across any IP network, 
resulting in up to 99 percent bandwidth reduction. A Data Domain system facilitates a copy of the entire retained 
dataset, online and disaster-protected. If multiple systems replicate to the same destination, the destination will only 
store each segment uniquely across all inbound replication streams, further minimizing bandwidth and storage. If 
confidentiality is required, deduplicated and compressed data can be encrypted in-flight when being replicated 
between Data Domain systems, independent of the replication topology used. 
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Data Domain Boost  
EMC Data Domain Boost extends the optimization capabilities of Data Domain solutions. DD Boost significantly 
increases performance by distributing parts of the deduplication process to the backup server or application clients, 
simplifies disaster recovery procedures, and serves as a solid foundation for additional integration between vRanger 
and Data Domain systems. 

Without DD Boost, the backup server will send all data, unique or redundant, to a Data Domain system for deduplica-
tion processing. With DD Boost, parts of the deduplication process are distributed to the backup server or application 
clients, enabling it to send only unique data segments to a Data Domain system. This dramatically increases the 
aggregate throughput, up to 31.0 TB/hour, and reduces the amount of data transferred over the network by 80 to 99 
percent. These efficiencies can help eliminate future costs by leveraging existing backup servers and Ethernet 
networks. 

DD Boost also increases the speed of restart and completion of failed backups. Since only unique data is sent over 
the network, once a failed job restarts, the data that has already been sent to the Data Domain system for a given 
backup job does not need to be sent again. This not only reduces the load on the network substantially, but also 
improves the overall throughput for the failed backups upon retry. 

Overall, DD Boost increases aggregate throughput, substantially reduces backup windows, and improves backup 
server and application client efficiency. Best of all, DD Boost integrates seamlessly with vRanger because the 
distributed segment processing is handled by the DD Boost Library on the vRanger server or virtual appliance. 

The following are the key benefits of DD Boost: 

• Seamless integration and scalability with vRanger 
o Works as any other repository within the vRanger GUI 

• Can work with the vRanger server or virtual appliance for enhanced scalability 
• Significant reduction in backup time 
o Up to 31.0 TB/hr aggregate throughput performance 
o Distributed deduplication process dramatically increases throughput 
o Reduced network bandwidth utilization 
o Faster restarts of failed backup jobs 

• Advanced load balancing and link failover 
o Scalable link aggregation at the application layer 
o Simplified backup application configuration 
o Seamless load balancing of jobs among available ports 
o Link failover keeps backups operational 
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Quest® vRanger® Pro 
Introduction  
vRanger delivers fast, reliable, and easy-to-use image-based backup, replication, and recovery for VMware virtual 
machines. It is VMware ReadyTM-certified for vSphere 5, which means it seamlessly integrates with and efficiently 
supports VMware infrastructures. All backup and replication jobs are executed while the protected virtual machine is 
running, so vRanger jobs do not interrupt critical application services. 

An intelligent resource manager improves backup speed by leveraging all available ESX and ESXi hosts and 
controlling the number of simultaneous jobs using any given resource. To optimize use of disk storage and make 
multiple recovery points (savepoints) economical, vRanger supports several space-saving mechanisms, including 
VMware Change Block Tracking (CBT), incremental backup, differential backup, compression, and Active Block 
Mapping (ABM). These space-saving technologies reduce the size of the backups sent to the Data Domain System, 
which further reduces the physical size of the backup with its inline deduplication and compression. The vRanger 
space-reduction technologies and appliance deduplication and compression provide optimal end-to-end data 
compaction.  

For scalability, vRanger allows you to connect to multiple vCenter servers to easily protect larger or distributed 
environments while consolidating backup data onto the Data Domain System. 

Backup Modes 
Three backup modes are supported for VMware environments: 

• LAN-free backup (physical machine deployment only) 
• Hot-Add backup (virtual machine or virtual appliance deployment) 
• Network backup (physical machine, virtual machine, or virtual appliance deployment) 

Note that all three backup modes below will work with DD Boost; there are differences in how the backup data is 
read, but all three modes will use DD Boost to leverage DD Boost benefits if vRanger is set up to use a DD Boost 
repository. For more detailed information, please refer to the Quest vRanger Deployment Guide. 

LAN-free Backup (Physical Machine Deployment Only) 

Installing vRanger on a physical machine with either a fibre channel or iSCSI SAN connected host environment 
provides scalability and performance for backing up VMware environments. In this configuration, vRanger can 
perform LAN-free backups by invoking VMware’s SAN transport mode. LAN-free backup can be utilized as the 
primary backup method, while network backup can be employed for fail-safe redundancy in the event LAN-free fails. 
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The benefits of this configuration include: 

• Isolating backup and restore traffic to the fibre channel or iSCSI network, which completely offloads your produc-
tion hosts and network from data protection overhead and traffic 

• Enabling extremely high performance and scalability for data protection operations 
o Adding HBAs or NICs to the backup machine (one dedicated to reading and another to writing) can further 

increase performance and scalability 

The LAN-free backup configuration is illustrated below. Here vRanger acts as a physical proxy server with storage 
connections to VMFS and the backup repository. The vRanger machine must be attached to fibre channel or iSCSI 
SAN environment, and the VMFS volumes containing the protected virtual machines must also be presented to the 
vRanger machine. vRanger initiates the virtual machine snapshot and reads the VMDKs directly from the fibre SAN 
or iSCSI LUN that stores the virtual disks. The backup data traffic flows through the vRanger server and is then 
written to the repository.  

 
Figure 1: LAN-free backup mode 

The steps in LAN-free backup mode can be further broken down as follows: 

1. vRanger retrieves the job configuration from the database. 

2. vRanger establishes a connection to the repository. 

3. vRanger adds a temporary snapshot to the protected virtual machine. 

4. vRanger mounts the protected VMDKs to the vRanger physical machine, using vStorage API’s proxy mount and 
SAN advanced transport mode. 

5. vRanger reads from the source disk and transfers data from the protected host to the repository. 

6. vRanger deletes the temporary snapshot on the protected virtual machine. 
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There are a number of factors to consider in this configuration, including the following: 

• The number of virtual machines protected by each vRanger physical proxy server – As a starting point, 
you should use one proxy server for every 10 hosts or every 100 virtual machines.  

• The number of virtual machines that can be processed concurrently – The number of concurrent tasks 
running locally can be set between one through 20 via the Options menu, with the default set to three. As a start-
ing point, you should use one task per CPU core. If your server has eight cores, for example, start with the 
maximum number of tasks running locally set to eight. 

• Memory and bandwidth – Scalability will also depend on the amount of memory on the vRanger machine and 
network bandwidth available to write to repositories. 

You should disable automount on the vRanger machine so that Windows does not assign drive letters to protected 
VMDKs when they’re mounted to the vRanger machine. Do not initialize or format unknown or offline disks from the 
vRanger machine; these represent your VMFS volumes and any changes could potentially corrupt the VMFS 
volumes. 

Hot-Add Backup (Virtual Machine or Virtual Appliance Deployment) 

vRanger must use a virtual machine to leverage Hot-Add transport. The Hot-Add transport mode involves an SCSI 
Hot-Add on the host where vRanger is running or on a virtual appliance as noted at the end of this section. Hot-Add 
backup works with networked or local storage. You can use vRanger’s Hot-Add backup as the primary method and 
utilize network backup as a secondary mode for redundancy. 

The benefits of the Hot-Add backup configuration include: 

• Ease of management, since vRanger is deployed in a virtual machine 
• Fast read speeds – native virtual machine performance 
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In this configuration, vRanger is provided with direct access to protected VMDKs through vSphere’s I/O stack rather 
than through the network. The vRanger virtual machine acts as a proxy server since the VMDKs are temporarily 
mounted directly, and all backup data traffic flows through the vRanger virtual machine to shared or local storage. 

 
Figure 2: Hot-Add backup 

The steps in the Hot-Add backup mode can be further broken down as follows: 

1. vRanger retrieves the job configuration from the database. 

2. vRanger establishes a connection to the repository. 

3. vRanger adds a temporary snapshot to the protected virtual machine. 

4. vRanger mounts the protected VMDKs to the vRanger virtual machine, using vStorage API’s Hot-Add advanced 
transport mode. 

5. vRanger reads from the source disk, and transfers data from the protected host to the repository. 

6. vRanger deletes the temporary snapshot on the protected virtual machine. 

In order to employ Hot-Add, the vRanger virtual machine must be able to access the datastores for all protected 
virtual machines. Make sure the protected virtual disks on the datastore have block sizes that match the block sizes 
for the vRanger virtual machine datastore. Hot-Add works only for virtual machines with SCSI disks, not IDE disks.  

If the vRanger virtual machine can be vMotioned, all hosts that it can be vMotioned to must be able to see the storage 
for all protected virtual machines as well. Also, be sure to disable automount on the vRanger virtual machine so that 
Windows does not assign drive letters to protected VMDKs when they’re mounted to the vRanger virtual machine.  
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vRanger can process a significant amount of data to the repository very quickly, provided it has enough available 
resources. As a guideline, allow for two concurrent jobs per vCPU. We recommend configuring the vRanger virtual 
machine with a minimum of four vCPUs – one for the vRanger server and three for job activities, which allows for up 
to six concurrent jobs. If you need to run a higher number of concurrent jobs, simply add additional vCPUs. 

You should consider adding a second SCSI controller to the vRanger virtual machine so that it can mount more 
protected disks at the same time during the Hot-Add operation. vRanger can mount as many virtual disks as vSphere 
allows. 

In vRanger version 5.4 and later, you can also deploy a virtual appliance to offload the vRanger server for increased 
scalability. You have the flexibility of deploying one virtual appliance per host, or one virtual appliance per cluster 
depending on the needs of your environment. In this scenario, backups will work the same way and deliver the same 
benefits as noted above, except that the backups will be processed by the virtual appliance instead of the vRanger 
VM.  

Network Backup (Physical Machine, Virtual Machine, or Virtual Appliance Deployment) 

In network backup mode, vRanger backs up virtual machines via each host over the LAN utilizing VMware’s LAN 
transport method.  

The main benefit of this backup mode is that it has the least restrictions; it can work with almost any configuration. 
However, this flexibility comes at the expense of slower performance; therefore, in most environments, you should 
use network backup mode only as a failover option. To ensure backup data traffic does not flow over the network at 
any time, you can disable the option to perform a network backup on failure of the other backup modes. 

 
Figure 3: ESXi network backup 

As a guideline, allow for two concurrent jobs per vCPU. We recommend configuring the vRanger virtual machine with 
a minimum of four vCPUs – one for the vRanger server and three for job activities, which allows for up to six concur-
rent jobs. If you need to run a higher number of concurrent jobs, simply add additional vCPUs. 
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Change Block Tracking (CBT) and Active Block Mapping (ABM) 
vRanger supports VMware Change Block Tracking (CBT), which is a vSphere feature that tracks changed blocks 
within the virtual machine disk (VMDK) file. With CBT enabled, vRanger efficiently identifies the blocks that have 
changed since the last backup. Enabling CBT results in fewer blocks backed up, shorter backup times, and reduced 
storage requirements.  

vRanger also includes patented Active Block Mapping (ABM), which can work either with or independently from 
VMware CBT. With ABM enabled, vRanger will back up only changed blocks with active data, and skip unallocated, 
deleted, and zero-filled blocks. ABM increases backup efficiency of Windows virtual machines by protecting only the 
blocks with active data. ABM with CBT can reduce the amount of data backed up by up to one third. ABM can be 
enabled on a per job basis, as one of the options in the job configuration wizard. 

The figures below show how CBT and ABM work together to speed, and reduce the size of, incremental backup. 

 

Figure 4: Incremental backup without ABM or CBT 

 

Figure 5: Incremental backup with CBT and ABM 
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Backups with CBT and ABM may result in lower deduplication ratios achieved in Data Domain compared with 
backups without CBT and ABM, because the amount of data sent to Data Domain will be reduced. 

Resource Management 
vRanger’s Resource Manager allows control of the number of jobs run concurrently against any given resource. 
Resource Manager settings can enable more or less throughput to fine tune and optimize vRanger performance in 
connection with VMware hosts, datastores, and repositories.  

The vRanger Resource Manager configuration options include: 

• Maximum number of tasks running on vRanger (>=1) – This value limits the total number of simultaneous 
tasks for the vRanger machine. This is affected by machine type, hardware, and deployment architecture. The 
default value is 100, which does not normally need to be changed since other limits take effect before this value 
is reached. 

• Maximum number of tasks running off a LUN (1–5) – In order to avoid storage I/O contention issues, you 
should limit the number of tasks that can be processed based on their storage location. vRanger defaults to a 
limit of three backup tasks per LUN. Note that this assumes a 1:1 mapping between the underlying LUN and the 
datastore. 

• Maximum number of tasks running on a host (1–4) – This setting should be set fairly low because all of the 
backup processing (for service console backups) occurs on the host. The default per-host limit is set to one. Due 
to the amount of CPU and memory used by the host to process backups, it is recommended to use caution when 
changing this value. 

• Maximum number of tasks running per repository (>=1) – Bandwidth to the repository is the main limiting 
factor here, and vRanger defaults this value to 3. For the Data Domain system on a gigabit network, the recom-
mendation is a maximum of 10 concurrent backups. Consider using link aggregation or 10GbE network for 
increased throughput. 

• Maximum number of tasks running locally (1–20) – This option limits the number of simultaneous tasks on 
the vRanger server. The default is set to 3. The recommended maximum is one task per CPU core for LAN-free 
(SAN) mode and one to two tasks per vCPU for Hot-Add mode (start with one task per vCPU and increase if 
CPU allows). Monitor CPU utilization and increase number of CPUs if needed to be able to process more back-
ups (see the licensing section below). 

• Maximum number of tasks running per VA (1– 8) – This option limits the number of simultaneous tasks on a 
virtual appliance. With the default set to 2, you should have a virtual appliance deployed with 2 CPUs and 1 GB 
of RAM. You should increase this accordingly if you want to run more simultaneous tasks on a VA; for example, 
use the recommended setting of 2 CPUs and 2 GB of RAM for 4 concurrent tasks per virtual appliance. 
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Repositories 
vRanger uses a repository to store backup savepoints. A repository consists of a configuration file (GlobalMani-
fest.metadata) and root-level directories for each protected object. Any time you add a repository in vRanger Pro, a 
GlobalManifest.Metadata XML file is created in the selected folder. It is the presence of that manifest file that tells 
vRanger that a repository exists in that folder. Whenever you add a repository, that repository contains a global 
manifest XML file that provides details about the repository.  

As you do backups, an entry is placed in the global manifest file. Inside the root-level directory for each object are 
sub-directories created for each full backup of the object in question. Differential or incremental savepoints will reside 
within the full backup subdirectory. Inside the sub-directories are archives for every file protected during that task. 
Also in the subdirectory are two metadata files. Since each savepoint stores the manifest file associated with the 
backup, the backup can be recovered even if the vRanger database is not available. 

The image below depicts a basic repository structure:  

 

Figure 6: VMware repository structure 

vRanger includes an option for encrypting repositories; this option should not be used when backing up to a  
repository on the Data Domain system because encrypted data cannot be efficiently deduplicated.  
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Cataloging 
vRanger provides the option to index backup data to create a catalog. The catalog provides a simple and fast way to 
browse and search for file-level recovery across all the repositories. Files are indexed during the backup operation, 
and indexing does not extend the backup window, so search results are available immediately at recovery time.  

Catalog collections are disabled by default, because there may be a slight performance impact. Collection must be 
enabled globally through vRanger’s Tools>Options menu. Collection must also be enabled on a per-job basis. Once 
enabled, if catalog collections are disabled in the future, the catalog data will be retained in line with retention policies.  
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Joint Solution: EMC Data Domain with 
Boost and vRanger 
Licensing 
Data Domain Boost is licensed separately by EMC, and you must obtain the license required to enable DD Boost on 
the Data Domain system from EMC. The DD Boost license allows you to back up and restore data from vRanger. 

Data Domain Boost can be licensed only with the “Pro” edition of vRanger (vRanger Pro), and not the standard 
edition (vRanger Standard). Every ESX or ESXi host for which vRanger provides protection must be properly 
licensed.  

vRanger is licensed by the number of source CPUs that you can configure for backup. For licensing purposes, a dual-
core processor is counted as a single CPU. Therefore, one ESX(i) host with two dual-core processors would use two 
CPUs of a license. 

vRanger does not support the free version of VMware ESXi. In order to use VMware’s vStorage APIs, a minimum of 
“vSphere Essentials” licensing is required from VMware. 

Overview of Installation and Setup 
The overall steps for installing Data Domain Boost are as follows: 

1. Obtain the license required to enable DD Boost on the Data Domain system. You can purchase a DD Boost 
license key directly from EMC. 

o The DD Boost license allows you to back up and restore data. 

o A separate replication license enables you to perform replication. You must obtain a replication license for 
both the source and destination Data Domain systems. 

2. Enable and configure DD Boost on the Data Domain system. At a minimum, configuration includes specifying 
the DD Boost user name and password, and creating storage units. 

3. Add a DD Boost Repository to your vRanger installation. 

vRanger supports systems with Data Domain OS versions 5.1 and above, and the minimum network requirement for 
vRanger with DD Boost is a Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) link. 

For more information, refer to the product documentation noted at the end of this paper. 
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Data Domain Boost and vRanger Integration 
Data Domain Boost software components are automatically deployed with your vRanger installation, so there are no 
additional components to install. vRanger tightly integrates with the DD Boost components through the DD Boost API 
to run parts of the deduplication process so that duplicate data is not sent whenever a DD Boost repository type is 
used for a vRanger backup job. These components are available on both the vRanger server and any vRanger virtual 
appliances that you deploy, so that you can have maximum flexibility and scalability when using DD Boost. 

The Data Domain system exposes disk volumes called storage units to vRanger. These storage units can be created 
from within vRanger through the vRanger GUI. While you can create a maximum of 100 storage units on a Data 
Domain system, a maximum of 14 is recommended so that you do not affect system performance. 

 

Figure 7: vRanger integrates with DD Boost for efficient backups that target your Data Domain appliance 

Note that although vRanger offers native encryption and compression, these options will result in reduced perfor-
mance with a Data Domain Boost repository. Because of this, these options cannot be enabled from within vRanger 
when using a Data Domain Boost repository. Note, however, that Data Domain appliances themselves have com-
pression and encryption that you can use. 
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Conclusion 
EMC Data Domain systems with Data Domain Boost technology and Quest vRanger Pro combine to deliver an 
efficient, high-performance, and robust solution for backing up and recovering VMware environments. The joint 
solution integrates seamlessly and delivers high-performance deduplicated backup and recovery from disk that is 
easy to set up and manage. This document described implementation and best practices for an end-to-end solution. 
The settings should be tuned in a non-production environment before implementation. 

The following is a summary of the best-practice recommendations for the joint solution: 

• Make sure that you are running vRanger with DD Boost over at least a 1 GB/s link. 

• Group the backup of multiple virtual machines into vRanger backup jobs and use its Resource Manager to 
control the number of concurrent backups per datastore, VMware host, and repository. 

• Use vRanger to enable VMware’s Change Block Tracking on the virtual machines for the fastest-possible back-
ups. 

• Enable vRanger’s Active Block Mapping to reduce the size of the backups sent to the EMC Data Domain sys-
tem. 

• Run vRanger in a virtual machine for small- to medium-sized VMware installations where costs must be mini-
mized. 

• Run vRanger on a dedicated physical machine in SAN backup mode for larger environments to improve backup 
performance, or deploy virtual appliances for increased scalability. 

• Use the Data Domain Sizing Tool to size the Data Domain component of the solution. 

• Ensure the firmware and software in the Data Domain Backup System are fully up to date.  

• Remember the backup is to deduplicating disk, not to general-purpose disk, so configure time for the Data 
Domain housekeeping process to run every day. 

• Understand the settings that can be tuned to configure the best-performing protection solution and test the 
configuration in a non-production environment before implementation. 

For More Information 
For Data Domain documentation, see https://my.datadomain.com/documentation. 

For vRanger documentation, visit http://www.quest.com/vranger/. 
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Appendix 1: Test Results 
Methodology and Setup 
The tests described in this section show the benefit that Data Domain Boost can provide, but note that results can 
vary depending on the data and type of backups you use in your environment. The test was performed using full 
backups of eight VMs, first to CIFS and then to DD Boost repositories on the same Data Domain device, with 
datasets added to or deleted from the VMs between each backup to simulate a certain amount of data change. The 
eight VMs were spread across multiple hosts and datastores to achieve eight parallel backup streams, with eight 
savepoints for each VM. The Data Domain system was cleaned of all data when switching from using CIFS to DD 
Boost repositories to prevent the DD Boost backups from benefiting from the previously done CIFS backups. 

The test setup was as follows: 

vRanger Configuration 

• vRanger version: 5.4 (internal build) 
• vRanger system:  
o Operating system: Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise 
o CPU: Dual 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon 
o RAM: 2 GB 

• Options used: ABM, Cataloging 
• LAN: Gigabit Ethernet 
• Transport: Fiber SAN to VM datastores 

Data Domain Configuration 

• Appliance: DD860 
• OS Version: 5.1 

VMware Environment 

• vCenter version: 5.0 
• Host versions: 4.0, 4.0i, 4.1, 4.1i, 5.0i  
• VM contents 
o Disk size: 11 GB 
o Operating system: Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise 
o Dataset: Two known data files (common to all VMs), and two random data files (between 1 to 200 MB) 
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Results 

• Average runtime for full backups of eight VMs using CIFS: 34.75 min 
• Average runtime for full backups of eight VMs using DD Boost: 19.87 min 
• Reduction in runtime: 14.88 min 

 

Figure 8. Test results: average job runtime 

On average, using vRanger with DD Boost reduced job runtime by 42.8 percent. 
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